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 The present conceptual research focused on the study is to discuss the Impact of Population 

growth in India. Presently, India's populace is growing at an unsustainable rate and is anticipated to 

outperform 1.5 billion individuals by 2030 and 2 billion individuals by 2050. The country's fast 

populace development puts weight on assets and administrations, driving to natural debasement, 

destitution, and inequality. India is the world’s most crowded nation, with over 1.3 billion individuals. 

It overwhelms China to gotten to be the world’s most populated nation. Overpopulation could be an 

issue in India, as the country’s populace is developing at an unsustainable rate. This quick development 

is putting gigantic weight on India’s assets, and is contributing to natural corruption, destitution, and 

social distress. The government has taken a few steps to address the issue, but much more ought to be 

done. The display paper consider the affect of Populace development in India with prime goals are- (i) 

To examine the populace development in India since 1901-2021. (ii) To investigations the Causes of 

Populace Increment in India. (iii) To discuss the affect of Populace Development in India. The technique 

of the inquire about could be a sort including an interpretative, discussion, perception and consider 

auxiliary sources, like books, articles, diaries, proposal, college news, master supposition, and 

websites, etc. 
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Introduction: Population growth is heralded as a major problem of India; it will determine to a large 

extent the living conditions of people for decades to come. This paper analyses the interrelated issues 

of populace development stabilization, the greatness of essential endeavours to supply essential basics 

to the developing populace, and the affect upon the environment. Gauges of populace projections are 

displayed, based on the hopeful but likely presumption that India may reach reproductive level ripeness 
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within the period 2000-05. In the event that supported from that point, the country's populace would 

stabilize around the year 2100 at 1420 million individuals. Within the cruel time, the outright increment 

of populace within the another 2-3 decades will be more noteworthy than at display. The impact of 

populace development on cities and the living conditions of the city tenants is checked on and it is 

pointed out that it is in creating nations where populace development is the essential drive creating huge 

urban centres. Populace development presents problems with regard to business openings. The 

anticipated surge of labour cannot be completely retained by the organized segment; it is contended that 

the agrarian segment is the as it were one which can offer assistance the nation during this period of tall 

populace development. To back this huge and rising populace, India will ought to quickly increment its 

normal edit yields 2-3 times the display level for a humble advancement prepare. The anticipated 

populace development will moreover have results on environmental deterioration and water supply 

defilement. At last, advance on human development lines has been taking put in India, but 

accomplishments to date are uneven. It is pushed that a national concerted exertion is required to realize 

such goals.  

Population Growth in India 

Table -1 Population Growth in India 1901-2021 
 

Year Population of Indian 

Union (in million) 

Increase or Decrease 

Over Previous Decade 

(in million) 

Percentage increase or 

Decrease During the 

Decade 

1901 236.1 --- ---- 

1911 252.1 16.0 5.7 

1921 251.3 0.3 (-) 0.3 

1931 279.1 27.8 11.1 

1941 318.7 39.6 14.2 

1951 361.1 42.4 13.3 

1961 439.2 78.1 21.5 

1971 548.2 109.0 24.8 

1981 683.3 135.1 24.7 

1991 846.3 163.0 23.8 

2001 1028.0 182.3 21.5 

2011 1210.2 181.0 17.6 

2021 1290.5 184.3 16.2 

 

Source: Compiled from Census of Population 2011 and earlier reports. 
 

Table – 1 demonstrates the populace development amid the sixty a long time, viz., and 1951-2011. 

India’s populace has expanded by 849 million (84.9 crore) people. The decade 2001-11 alone recorded 
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the development in populace of around 180.2 million individuals giving a development rate of 17.6 

percent amid this decade as against the pervious development rate of 21.5 percent recorded amid 1991-

2001. Period of Little and Unpredictable Increment (1901-21): From the over Table-1 we discover that 

the rate of development of populace was direct and irregular till 1921. Between 1901 and 1921 India’s 

populace developed by less than 16 million people giving a development rate of less than 0.2 percent 

for the whole period of two decades. The most reason for this little and sporadic rise was starvations 

and frequent plagues took of human lives. Kingsley Davis places the whole lives misplaced through flu 

amid 1918-19 at 20 million. Period of Quick Development (1921 onwards): From the year 1921, 

suitably portrayed by the Census Commission for 1951 as the ‘Great Divide’, the rate of development 

got to be disturbing. The net increment of populace amid the 30 a long time from 1921 to 1951 was of 

the arrange of 110 million. Amid the following four decades, i.e. 1951-91, another 485 million 

individuals were included to India’s populace. This irregular increment of populace in India since 1921 

was mainly due to a decrease in “abnormal deaths” from scourges and famines and the in general 

decrease within the passing rate. The populace development potential in India is tall on two tallies: to 

begin with the base populace is huge and moment, a lessening of passing rate without a comparing 

decay in the birth rate is exceedingly improbable. 

Graph 1: Population Growth Since 1950 to 2020

 

The current population of India in 2024 is 1,441,719,852, a 0.92% increase from 2023. 

Causes of Population Increase: Quickly expanding populace of India may be a of prevailing tall birth 

rates and a expansive decay within the passing rate in our nation. In this way examination of components 

which account for high birth rate and the components that have contributed to a large decline within the 

passing rate is to be done. The primary causes for tall birth rate are:  

• The hone of early marriage is one of the most cause of the quick increment in populace. This gives 

more extensive regenerative period. • Destitution of the masses in destitute villagers is the another 

reason.  
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• India’s tropical climate making for prior adolescence, her joint family framework, the institution of 

polygamy is too mindful for quick development of population.  

• Need of cognizant family arranging had too kept birth rate in India exceptionally high.  

• The age and sex composition of the populace and the richness of ladies amid the child-bearing age in 

India are most helpful for quick development of populace.  

The primary causes for decrease in passing rate are: 

 • Broad and Moved forward therapeutic and wellbeing facilities.  

• Controlled spread of starvations in India due to development of the implies of transport and 

communications.  

• Control on dreaded maladies like intestinal sickness and TB and maladies like little pox, chicken pox 

etc. have been totally eradicated.  

• Advancements in cleanliness in both country and urban zones and supply of unadulterated drinking 

water. 

It is clear from the above discussion that India is presently passing through a period of ‘Population 

Explosion’ due to her continuing high birth rate and a sharp decline in the death rate. 

Impact of Population Growth in India: 

In India fast populace development has in this way hampered financial development and this avoided 

any significant decrease in destitution of the masses. To conclude, populace blast exasperates the 

destitution, declines the unemployment circumstance, decreases per capita salary and increments extent 

of useless individuals, hampers capital arrangement and makes the individuals inefficient.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Abuse of Normal Resources- Fast populace development tends to abuse the country’s natural assets. 

This can be the case where the larger part of individuals are subordinate on horticulture for their 

vocation. With quickly increasing population, agrarian holding gotten to be littler and unremunerative 
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to develop. There's no plausibility of expanding cultivate generation through the utilize of modern 

arrive. Subsequently, numerous family units proceed to live in destitution. In reality, the populace of 

India has expanded from 102.7 crores in 2001 to 121.01 crores in 2011 which leads to abuse of arrive, 

in this manner imperiling the welfare of future generations. 

2. Per Capita Income-The impact of populace development on per capita salary is ominous. The 

development of populace tends to impede the per capita wage in three ways-  

• It increments the weight of populace on land.  

•It leads to extend in costs of utilization merchandise since of the shortage of the co-operant calculate 

to extend their supplies.  

• It leads to a decay within the aggregation of capital since with increment in family members, expenses 

increment. These antagonistic impacts of populace development on per capita salary work more 

seriously on the off chance that the rate of children in add up to populace is high. In this manner, an 

expansive number of children within the populace entail an overwhelming burden on the economy, 

since these children basically expend and don’t include to the national product.  

3. Rural Development- In under-developed nations like India, individuals generally live in provincial 

ranges. Agribusiness is their primary occupation. So with populace development the arrive man 

proportion is conveyed. Pres- beyond any doubt of populace on arrive rises since arrive supply is in- 

flexible. It includes to disguised unemployment and diminishes per capita efficiency advance. As the 

number of landless work- er increments, their compensation drop. In this way, moo per capita, efficiency 

diminishes the affinity to save and contribute. As a result the utilize of moved forward innovation and 

other enhancements on arrive are not conceivable. Capital arrangement in horticulture endures and the 

economy is impeded down to the subsistence level. The issue of bolstering developing populace gets to 

be genuine due to intense deficiency of food products. These need to be imported which raises adjust 

of instalments challenges. Hence, the development of populace hinders rural development.  

4. Capital Formation-Development of populace hinders capital arrangement. As populace increases, 

per capita accessible pay decays. Individuals are re- quired to bolster more children with the same wage. 

It means more use on utilization and a advance drop in as of now moo investment funds and thus within 

the level of venture. Advance, a quickly developing populace by losing earnings, reserve funds and 

venture compels the individuals to utilize a moo level of innovation which further retards capital 

formation.  

5. Employment-A quickly expanding populace dives the economy into mass unemployment and under-

employment. As populace increments, the extent of laborers to add up to populace rises. But within the 

nonattendance of complementary assets, it isn't conceivable to grow employments. The result is that 

with the rise in labor constrain, unemployment and under-employment increments. A quickly expanding 

populace diminishes salary, reserve funds and speculation. In this way, capital arrangement is hindered 

and work openings are decreased, subsequently expanding unemployment. In addition, as the labor 
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constrain increments in connection to arrive, capital and other assets, complementary variables 

accessible per specialists decline. As a result, unemployment increments. India encompasses a backlog 

of unemployment which keeps on developing with a quickly expanding populace. This tends to extend 

the level of unemployment complex as compared with real increment in labour force.  

6. Environment-Fast populace development leads to natural harm. Scarcity of arrive due to quickly 

expanding populace pushes huge number of individuals to biologically touchy ranges such as slopes 

and tropical woodlands. It leads to over brushing and cut- ting of woodlands for development driving 

to serious natural harm. Besides, the pressure of fast development of populace powers individuals to 

get more nourishment for themselves and their livestock. As a result, they over-cultivate the semi-arid 

areas. This leads to desertification over the long run when arrive stops yielding anything. Other than, 

fast populace development leads to relocation of expansive numbers to urban regions with 

industrialisation. This comes about in serious discuss, water and commotion contamination in cities and 

town.  

7. Social Infrastructure-Quickly developing populace requires expansive speculations in social 

framework and occupies assets from straightforwardly profitable resources. Due to shortage of assets, 

it isn't conceivable to supply instructive, health, medical, transport and housing offices to the complete 

populace. There's over-crowding all over. As a result, the quality of these administrations goes down. 

To supply these social foundations requires colossal in- vestment.  

Major Problems Created by Growth of Population in Development of an Economy in India 

• Expanding populace has eaten up much of the extra salary that has been created within the economy 

amid the period of the Five-Year Plans. As against a eighteen overlap increment in national income, the 

per capita salary has gone up scarcely fivefold over this period of five decades.  

• Populace blast in India has come about in a serious nourishment deficiency within the nation. In show 

disdain toward of the truth that more than seventy percent of the working individuals are locked in in 

agribusiness, Indian individuals still don't get indeed the least vital sum of food.  

• Expanding populace with the developing number of children includes more to the useless populace of 

the country.  

• In India, due to populace development, by the conclusion of 2009-10, the number of unemployed 

people was evaluated to be over 66 million. The display appraise of unemployment in India by 

numerous financial specialists is about 80 to 90 million persons. 

• Populace development hampers the development of capital arrangement and diminishes volume of 

savings  

• Increment in populace diminishes per capita wage and brings down the standard of living of the 

masses; it makes the individuals less efficient. • Rustic regions have gotten to be the worst sufferers. 

The problems faced by the country zones are lower per capita, accessibility of land; expanded 
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subdivision and fracture of arrive property, camouflaged unemployment, increment in uncouthness etc., 

which all contribute to diminished proficiency and poverty in provincial areas.  

Proposals to Control Populace Explosion-  

1. To control the populace rate, the finest strategy is to extend the wage rate.  

2. Advancing delayed marriages.  

3. Empowering female instruction and employment.  

4. Making accessible family arranging strategies through diverse outlets in urban, semi-urban and rustic 

areas.  

5. Government ought to give motivations and grants to individuals for receiving and advancing family 

arranging measures.  

6. Government of India has made many laws with respect to raising the least age of females relational 

unions, instruction of child labour and others i.e. family arranging.  

7. Government ought to take strict steps and make laws against the people who don't take after it.  

8. “Family Planning” implies bearing of a child by will not by chance.  

9. Financial development has to be more impartially opportunities.  

10. Contribute in wellbeing foundation to reduce infant and child mortality rate. 10. Social agreement 

for little family standard is promoted. 
 

CONCLUSION-The over investigation appears that tall development rate of populace has moderated 

down the pace of financial advancement within the creating nations. On the premise of over contention 

my speculation holds genuine that populace development is imperative for advancement. It is found 

that the quick expanding populace makes the errand of retaining the labor constrain in beneficial 

exercises all the more troublesome. So huge increment in populace is more a risk than an resource 

within the developing nations. It has too been too inspected that expanding request for agrarian land, 

firewood, staying units’ etc. comes about in deforestation which unfavorably influences soil ripeness, 

causes surges and influences the climate. It can be concluded huge estimate of populace and its quick 

rate of development increases the utilization needs. This increases utilization use. So sparing rate and 

capital arrangement does not increment much. A portion of assets mobilized by such economies are 

eaten absent by quick developing populace. In spite of this conclusion I need to precise that the 

relationship between populace development and financial improvement may well be as it were when 

expanding populace is proportionate to resources accessible in nation and assets are to be exploited in 

its full capacity, in compelling and productive way by the apt, skilled human resources within the 

nations like India. 
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